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MATHEMATICS
WKS TOPICS LEARNING OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ALGEBRAIC PROCESSES'

Simple equations

Solving equations. using

the balance method

Solvng real life

problems using

equations

Quantitative reasoning

Importance:

It necessary for better

understanding of balancing

quantity of commodities

statistics and calculus

It is faster and better

than bast mathematics

It reinforces logical

thinking

5 COMMERCIAL MATHS
MONEY

Introduction to money

Conversion of the

currency of a country to

another country.

Profit and loss

Quantitative reasoning

Importance:
It is a medium of

exchange in day to day
transactions

It helps in payment of

services and settling

bills for family needs
e.g. education, health

care, charity, vacation

trips etc.

6 COMMERCIAL MATHS
MONEY

Simple interest
Discount and
commission

Money transactions
Quantitative Reasoning

Importance:
Discount on sales draw
customers to sales and
services

Money most important
function is as a medium
of exchange to facilitate
transaction

Pup"s should be able to:
find mjssing numbers in open
sentences

use letters to represent boxes in
open sentences
solve real life problems
Involving equations

calculate the value of algebraic
expressions by substitution
solve quantitative aptitude
problems on algebraic
expressions

Pupils should be able to:
recognize currencies used in
Nigeria and other countries
convert from one currency to
another, using the rate of
conversion

solve problems involving profit
and loss in real life problems

solve quantitative aptitude
problems related to profit and

loss in money

Pupils should be able to:

explain the simple interest in
business transactions.

solve problems on discount and
commission

find commissions, discount,

simple interest on real life
problems e.g. post offices,
markets, etc.

solve problems involving money
transactions

solve quantitative aptitude
problems related to simple
interest, discount, commission.

Pup"s in two groups do a role play on algebraz
expresston ustng an longer for hangng dresses.
An hanger is on the handle of a classroom door
pupds get 8-10 pegs of one colour (blue) and tie a
thread to each of them then tie 6pegs to

QUANTITATIVE REASONING
left side of the hanger and 2pegs to the right side of
the hanger
It is observed that the position of the hanger is not
balanced. To balance it tie thread to another coloured
pegs (red) and start to attach it one by one to the side
of the hanger that dropped until it balances. Then
count the number of pegs used to balance the hanger

THE EQUATION
Left R$t

6 pegs: 8 pegs

6 blue pegs+2tkve pegs: 81k* pegs 12 4

+4redpegs +4redpegs

6 pegs+6 pegs: 12 pegs 16

2 8

Pupils as a class do a role play of class business.
Pupils are shared into two groups. A group sells
products while the other buys the products.
Dummy money is required for exchange. Also,
profit and loss are observed. If the cost price is
greater than the selling price, there is loss
observed but if the selling price is greater that the
cost price, there is a profit.

Pupils in small groups use dummy monies to work
on the conversion of Nigerian currency (N into
other countries' currencies and vice versa using
the official rate of exchange.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

Charts on money of different denominations are
placed around in the classroom and dummy
monies are given to the pupils. The pupils in class
work in groups brainstorming on giving different
ways a smaller denominations can make up a
bigger denomination and breaking down of a
bigger denomination into smaller denominations.
Pupils do a role play on obtaining discount on
sales of item(s) and getting commission from a
company on sales of products.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

N1200

N500

N1800

Mooo

EMBEDDED COR
SKILLS

Role play
Student

leadershp ard

development

Cnbcal thinking
and problem
solving

Digital rrteracy

Digital rrteracy

Cntical thinking
and problem

solving

Communicaton
and collaboraton

Student

leadership and
personal
development

Communiæbon

and collaboraton

Student

leadership and
personal

development

Critical finking
and problem

LEARNING
RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Papg noes e.g.

ReØtfig $.eet
fot pt*s

M'Jbp5ca60n and

divism

Site links
https-J/study corniaca
de

defrnaton-

exa htmi

Video links
https•J/m-youtube-nm

Iwatch7v=F1 azJEdfx5

c

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Paper rnateräl
e.g. mmey
Rearfig sheet
for pupis
observabon

Site links
https•-/tbyius.comfmat

hslprofit-and-lss/

Video links
https•J/rn.yout1Äcom

to

AUDIO .
RESOURCES
Money chars
flash cards

Site links
https•J1betterEson.m

pie-interest

Video links
https:,l/rnputube.com



WKS tortes

hntf

m.ANÉ SHAPES

mot 'lat

Rea! probloms on

Ouantitative aptitude

Importance:
In mjantttyhgphvsienl e.

tencng phts of land. roofing
ot a house They provide
tcxjmiatton ot mcv•e advanced
Matherna%cs found in
algebra tngonomety
and calculus e.g. quanti5' of
tiles mgfcarpot
to cover ltvtng room. rooms
Ot toiiet wails.

9 PLANE SHAPES
(AREA)

Area of regular shapes
Area ot 'Tegular shapes
Area o! nght-angled

Real lite problems on

Quantitative reasoning

IMPORTANCE:
-Farmers use it to know

number of seedling to plant
on a small ptece ot ind
-Horticultunsts use it to plant
flowers or carpet grasses

a field.
-Pa&rs use it to calculate
the number of pant buckets

to e room

10 VOLUME AND CAPACITY
Measurement of volume

albes and cuboids

using unn cubes
Measurement of volume

tn cubes and cuboids

uscng formula

Conwanng volume of

spheres and cuboids

relabonstups between

lite and cubic

centimeter

Real Ide prci)jerns.

Quantitative reasoning
importance:
-it is useful in soence

iaboratones, and catemg

LEARNING OOJECIIVES

to

term'A work

tho POfiödiC tost

be to
Ibe of perimeter

Ond the of and
irreaulat shapes

the perimetor of cirde
relate perimeter to real life
prob'ems and solve.

solve quantitative aptitude

problems related to perimeter of
regular and irregular plane

shapes

should be able to:

find tie area of regular. irregular
shapes and its unit

calaflate tie area of right angled

solve real life problems on area
of regular. irregular and right-
angled mangles

solve quantitative aptitude

problems related to area of
regular, irregular and ight-
angled triangles

Pl.Q1is should be able to:

use units to find the volume of

cube and cuboids

use formula to find the volume
of cuboid

find the relationship between

litres and cubic centimeters

convert crn3 to litres and Vice

versa

solve given problems in
quantitative aptitude on volume
and capacity

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

into ot moro qroupq to

do roviqion on topics tront0(j A loador for

ench of tho coordinatoq tho activitioa

Allow the of each qroup to participato

and interact with ench other

Pupils in pairs are asked to cut a polygon With

measured shapes. They jotn the polygons

toqethet to Give just a shape. After doing that,

measure the total length around the Shape being

created.

Pupils in small groups use tape measure to

measure the penmeter of desk in the class.

Pupils in groups use a thread or fishing thread, cut

into sizeable pieces to for on a circle on a bottle.

dntance round the bottle Circle is the circumference.

Then, the thread or fishing thread is straightened

to form a straight line, use ruler to measure the

line. This is the penmeter of the circle.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

10
7

22

5

5

5 20

5

EMBEDDED COR
SKILLS

Leadorqhip qkill

Cornmurur.ation
and collaboration
Pole play
Critical thinking
and problem
solving

Digital literacy

Pupils Critical thinking
-in pairs use the classroom in unlocking the concept and problem
of area. They count the number of columns in the solving
class and multiply it with the number of rows, the
resulting figure gives a rough estimate of area of the Communication

Pawqtj--

not%bt41

PE30tJRc

Site links
It J!3tuå

r 
Wars.'

J/stuo

an tri

Video links
htt Yim

Iwatch?ß
uc

AUDIOVISUAL

RESOURCES
Cardboards

Flash cards to
the formula ofclass. and collaboration of shapes

- in small groups draw a diagonal on a rectangular Student Charts cordairirg
plane sheet to identify a right angle triangle. Use a leadership and different shapes*
pair of scissors to cut out the triangle and use a ruler personal their areas
to measure the base and the height. Then use the development
information to calculate the area. Digital literacy Site links
Sing songs on plane shapes.

demyllessff,larea•

irregular-shapss
QUANTITATIVE REASONING lesson-plan

Examples:

6 6

41 2

36

82

htps•Jlstudv.mjü

12 6
r-of-reqJlar-sa%pe

lessocrplan& i

72 Video links

https•]/m.Y01j.Jber

Pupils in small groups are taken for a gallery Critical thinking AUDIO VISUAL
wort round the school. They observe different and problem RESOURCES
storage materials that have their volumes and solving Coloring pencis
capacities written on them. For example water Communication recording
storage tank, water buckets, kegs, water bottles and collaboration observaticns
etc. They then compare the differences between Student Recording shees
all various types of materials with their respective leadership and taking observaoui

volumes and capacities, arranging them in their personal
increasing sizes. Site links

QUANTITATIVE REA9011
development

htt
Gallery walk

dem n
1.41 1400cmj

1200cm3

2.31

capacity-lesson*

kids.html

Video links

htt •1m.
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TOPICS

-It helps in the correct

measurement of quantities

e.g. groundnut oil, palm Oil,

kerosene, water etc.

TIME
Average speed

Distance

Duration

Real life problems.

Quantitative reasoning

Importance:
AJsed by travelers,

motorists, tourists to plan

activities and movements.

PROJECT
Pupils are divided into two

groups. Each group is to

work on types of angles and

types of triangles.

Materials: ice-cream sticks,

markers, cardboards and

glue.

Procedure:

Paint the ice-cream sticks

with markers of different

colours, arrange the sticks

by using glue to paste them

on a cardboard to form

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Pupils should be able to:
find the duration between one
time and another

calculate the distance covered
within a length of time
solve the average speed of a
moving object given the total
distance travelled and the time
taken

convert the units of time
express the hours of a clock in
minutes, seconds and vice
versa

solve real life problems on
distance , time and speed
solve quantitative aptitude
relating to time'

By the end of the lesson, students
should be able to:
1. interact within the group and

discuss how each project work is
done.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pupils as an individual checks and says the time
on a wall clock placed at the front of the class.

Pupils work in small groups. A leader is chosen,
he chooses another pupil in the group. A
distance of about 5m IS set between b,vo pupils, a
timer is also set to record the time involved in the
throwing and catching of a ball over a specified
distance. This activity goes on repeatedly for 5m,
10m, 20m, 30m, for each group.
respectively. At the end of the activities, the time
differences are compared. The pupils will notice
that the farther the distance, the more time it
takes the ball to reach its final destination

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

ii.

135km/hr 4hrs

540km

Choose group leaders in each group.
Follow the procedure for the project.
Each group leader gives a presentation on
mode of operation.

The students take a gallery walk where the
projects are displayed.

types of angles and types of

triangles in each of the

respective groups.

Project/Practical work and

Revision of first term's work

and preparation for

Examination.

EXAMINATION

Pupils should be able to:

Realize the areas pf weakness in
the topics treated for the term.

EXAMINATION

Pupils are arranged into groups for tutorial.
The teacher supervises, corrects and marks the
students' exercises/activities in each group

EXAMINATION

EMBEDDED COR
SKILLS

Critical thinking

and problem
solving

Communication

and collaboration

Student

leadership and

personal

development

Digital literacy

-Leadership Skill

-Communication and

collaboration (Team

work)

-Critical thinking

-Citizenship

Collaboration

Communication

Leadership Skills
Critical Thinki

EXAMINATION

MATHEMATICS
LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

Timer for checking

time

Ball

Clock

Site links
https•]/study.com/aca

demy/lesson/average-

speed-velocity.-

lesson-for-kids.html

Video links

UNIFIED
edudelighttutors.com
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